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Abstract

A Static Compensator (STATCOM) is a flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) controller, which can either absorb or deliver reactive
power to a power system. This technology has resulted in an equipment that is principally different from conventional static VAr compensators
(SVC). The steady-state characteristics of a STATCOM are similar to those of a rotating synchronous condenser. A±250 kVAr D-STATCOM
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as designed and installed for a 1.6 MVA distribution substation in Tehran, which is the first installation of this type in Iran. The
im of this installation is reactive power control for voltage regulation, with a particular work on reduction of unbalance issue. T
escribes the design and operating fundamentals and characteristics of a D-STATCOM as well as its basic control strategy. Moreov
ractical results demonstrate the flexible operation of the employed equipment.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The use of flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) con-
rollers can overcome disadvantages of electromechanically
ontrolled transmission systems. The Static Compensator
STATCOM) is a static synchronous generator employed as
parallel device static VAr compensator (SVC) in ac power

ystems[1–3]. The amplitude and angle of its capacitive or
nductive output current can be controlled independent of the
c applied voltage[4]. This paper describes the application of
ew technologies to a±250 kVAr prototype installation, and
rovides an outline of the development work associated with

t. Fig. 1(a) shows the PWM controlled LCL D-STATCOM,
onsisting of a voltage source inverter connected to the distri-
ution system through a LCL passive filter. This improves the
armonic performance compared to the more commonly used
imple inductive filter. Various electronic cards are used by

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +98 21 8469084; fax: +98 21 8462066.
E-mail address:tavakoli@eetd.kntu.ac.ir (M. Tavakoli Bina).

the control unit of the D-STATCOM, including the sampl
circuit, digital transmitter card, PWM board, protection s
tem, phase locked loop (PLL), zero voltage detector (ZV
and the digital signal processor (DSP) as shown byFig. 2.

2. D-STATCOM operating principles

ConsideringFig. 1(a), suppose both the ac system volt
Vs and the converter-composed voltageVC are in phase. B
varyingVC, reactive power can be controlled to emula
certain application such as voltage regulation. Howeve
stable operation of D-STATCOM, the converter output
a small phase difference with the ac system voltage (α) for
managing the D-STATCOM power losses. In[1–3], the ex-
plained mode of operation is modelled by transforming
system to a synchronous frame. Then, the resulting state
model is analyzed, showing a stable system with oscilla
dynamic response for D-STATCOM. A typical steady-s
operation of D-STATCOM as a function ofα is depicted in
378-7796/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.epsr.2004.09.005
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Fig. 1. (a) Single-line diagram of D-STATCOM; (b) dq currents (id andiq) of D-STATCOM together with capacitor dc voltage (Vdc) as three linear functions
of α; (c) transferring the D-STATCOM inside the Khoshnoodi substation for installation; (d) the designed D-STATCOM under practical tests.

Fig. 2. Single-line schematic diagram of the control unit of D-STATCOM.

Fig. 1(b). Three state variables,id, iq, andVdc, give the equiv-
alent active current, reactive current, and the dc voltage, re-
spectively. This figure shows almost a linear relationship for
iq as a function ofα typically over [−1.5◦, 1.5◦], although the
state equations represent a non-linear system. This suggests
a way of controlling D-STATCOM, mainly byα.

3. Prototype installation

This prototype D-STATCOM is rated for±250 kVAr, em-
ploying an angle control strategy described in[2], and was in-
stalled at the Khoshnoodi substation in August 2003.Fig. 1(c
and d) shows installation of the device.

3.1. Application background

The substation of Khoshnoodi is situated in Tehran dis-
tribution system, and connected to three other substations,
Keyhan, Ghadimi, and Pirouzi.Fig. 3 shows a one-line dia-
gram of the local distribution system in which three named
substations are connected to Khoshnoodi. It serves a big area
including eight feeders of both industrial and residential cus-
tomers. The transformer T1 is rated for 1.6 MVA, and steps
down 20 kV to 400 V. This substation was selected for the
D-STATCOM installation for the following reasons:

dy.
Fig. 3. Single-line diagram of the local distribution network under stu
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Fig. 4. Typical light load voltage unbalances at Khoshnoodi substation.

• ConsiderR+ jX is the Th́evenin equivalent impedance of a
distribution system. WhenX

R
ratio is relatively high, then

imaginary part of total voltage drop as well as the volt-
age variations due to active power variations are ignored.
This eventually simplifies the voltage regulation as a linear
function of reactive power. However, both the imaginary
part of the voltage drop and active power variations can be
taken into account for relatively smallX

R
ratio of the long

distance cables. For either case, as demand increases on
these systems, power quality issues such as poor voltage
regulation become a significant problem.

The Khoshnoodi’s 400 V bus experiences voltage rise dur-
ing light load conditions, and voltage drop during peak load
conditions. Under balanced condition, the rated current and
apparent power of Khoshnoodi substation are 2.50 kA and
1.6 MVA, respectively, and its short circuit powerSsc is equal
to 3.4 MVA. Electrical companies in Iran are basically used to
follow the IEC rules on voltage regulation (slightly different).
Here, thenormalpercent voltage regulation

(
�V
V

%
)

is lim-
ited to [−2.5%, 2.5%], theabnormalto [−10%, 5%], and be-
yond this latter is calledunusualoperating practice[5]. Using
the reactive power theory[6], any voltage variations beyond
the normal standard practice can be compensated such that
�V
V

% is maintained within the normal region. At the same
time, a 10% change in�V

V
% corresponds to 340 kVAr re-
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Q
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evenly to the phases. A D-STATCOM works perfectly as
long as the applied voltages are balanced. Recently, oper-
ation of D-STATCOM under unbalanced supply has been
studied, which indicates that the dc capacitor voltage oscil-
lates dominantly at twice the synchronous frequency (e.g.
[7]). This will then make waveforms distorted by introduc-
ing low-order harmonics to the inverter output voltages and
currents. These issues have also been confirmed by prac-
tical results presented in[7,8].

The Khoshnoodi substation also operates under unbal-
anced conditions. The voltage unbalance can be calculated
and expressed using different standard rules. These defini-
tions may give different results though. However, the IEEE
standard 1159 gives similar results compared to other stan-
dards such as the National Electric Manufacturers Asso-
ciation (NEMA) [9]. Fig. 4 shows unbalanced voltages of
Khoshnoodi substation, as two examples, under typical light
load operating conditions. ForFig. 4(a), unbalanced magni-
tudes and phase angles were accurately calculated by MAT-
LAB as (‖va‖, ‖vb‖, ‖vc‖) = (236, 234, 237) V and (∠va,
∠vb, ∠vc) = (0◦, −121◦, 119.45◦). Also, the symmetrical
components for these voltages (zero, positive, and negative
sequences) are (‖V0‖, ‖V1‖, ‖V2‖) = (1.94, 235.66, 0.70) V
and (∠V0,∠V1,∠V2) = (96.1◦,−0.58◦, 26.54◦). For this case,
the voltage unbalance is worked out about 0.297% according
t ding
t ,
4 ons.
T nbal-
a nbal-
a

4

the
l d
o see
F s for
ctive power. Thus, to manage the voltage change withi
ormal region, D-STATCOM should be capable of produc
C as follows:

C = 340− Ssc
�V

V
% (1)

here substituting�V
V

= 2.5% in (1) will result in a maxi-
um reactive powerQC = 250 kVAr needed for voltage reg

ation. Therefore, a±250 kVAr D-STATCOM keeps the vol
ge variations within the permissible region by compensa
bout 7.5% voltage regulation in the worst case.

In practice, the grid source isnot always balanced. Un
balance conditions on a distribution three-phase bu
unavoidable because single-phase loads are allocate
 -

o both the IEEE standard 1159 and NEMA, correspon
o the load unbalance currents (‖Ia‖, ‖Ib‖, ‖Ic‖) = (600, 500
25) A. This figure can worsen during heavy load conditi
hus, the need for compensation of the source current u
nce and consequently reduction of the load voltage u
nce is vital for supply quality improvement.

. Equipment description

The Khoshnoodi D-STATCOM was installed across
ow-voltage 400 V bus, as shown byFig. 3. It is compose
f two distinct elements, power circuit and control unit (
igs. 1(a) and 2). We first review the necessary condition
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design of the power circuit, and then explain different parts
of the control unit.

4.1. Power circuit

The power circuit consists of 400 V ac distribution sub-
station, an equivalent commutation inductance, an ac/dc con-
verter, and an equivalent dc capacitance. The bi-level con-
verter uses two IGBTs for each leg. When a switch is OFF,
then the capacitor dc voltage will drop across it. Consider-
ing the steady-state operation of D-STATCOM illustrated by
Fig. 1(b), we assume the dc voltageVdc(α) rises to 1.25Vdc
(iq = 0) in capacitive mode for negativeα, and will drop to
0.75Vdc (iq = 0) in inductive mode for positiveα. Here, the
blocking voltage of the switches is smaller than 780 V (1.25
times the dc voltage of uncontrolled full-bridge rectifying
case) in the worst case. Thus, choosing an IGBT rated for
1200 V–400 A provides sufficient steady-state blocking volt-
age margin, more than 50%. Meanwhile, the installed D-
STATCOM rated current is 360 A. Two shunted legs were
designed for each phase, resulting in about 100% steady-state
forward current margin. This will not only guarantee the re-
liable operation of the device but also provide the possibility
for rating expansion.

4
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the wider the chosen range for the gainA, the bigger the com-
mutation inductanceL can be designed. Meanwhile, choos-
ing high gains will raise the converter cost though. Hence,
for a fixed modulation index (e.g. 0.9 to get high harmonic
performance), the gainA was chosen to vary in [0.75, 1.25]
consistent with voltage rating of the selected switches. Here
it is assumed that the power losses for supplying 250 kVAr
(either capacitive or inductive) are equal to 20 kW (includ-
ing the switching, snubbers, dc-side, and ac-side losses). Two
equations in(2) can be worked out to assign an upper bound
to the commutation inductanceL:

L ≤ Lmax ≈ −Amax|Vs|2 sin(αC)

Pω

≈ Amin|Vs|2 sin(αL)

Pω
= 510�H (3)

where Amax= 1.25, Amin = 0.75, |Vs| = 400 V, and
αC =−0.912◦ and αL = 1.53◦ are calculated using(2).
It can be seen from(3) that Lmax varies when the gainA
belongs to a different range. Here we have chosenL= 0.5 mH
to ensure that the rated reactive power is generated by D-
STATCOM. In practice,L is chosen to be close to its upper
bound to limit a probable fault current down to its lowest
possible value as well as improving harmonic performance.
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.1.1. Commutation inductance
LetA be defined as the gain of D-STATCOM, the ratio

he converter fundamental rms voltage (|VC|) to the applied
ms voltage (|Vs|). Hence, considering a fundamental 50
oltage with a relative phase differenceα betweenVC and
s, using the fundamental power theory[6], both the pro
uced reactive powerQ and the absorbed real powerP can
e obtained and expressed by two functions ofα andL as

ollows:

Q = ±|Vs|2
ωL

(A cos(α) − 1)

P = ±|Vs|2
ωL

A sin(α)

(2)

hereL is the commutation inductance. Also,α belongs typ
cally to a small linear region as shown byFig. 1(b) such tha
ositive signs in(2) are used forα> 0 (A< 1), and negativ
igns forα< 0 (A> 1). Our experimental work on inverte
hows that the optimized efficiency of D-STATCOM will
bout 92% for designing a±250 kVAr D-STATCOM. Also,

Fig. 5. (a) Equivalent circuit for the converter, ac filter, an
.1.2. AC filter
Here a low-pass filter (LF) is designed to damp out h

requency ripples of converter output waveforms. To m
he Khoshnoodi substation, its local distribution network
tudied, resulting in an independent source in series wi
nductanceLs = 147�H. Fig. 5(a) shows that the converter
onnected to this model through an ac passive filter.

First, the transfer functionY(s) = iC(s)/VC(s) (the admit-
ance seen from the converter) is approximated. To thi
ent,Y(s) should be very close to zero at switching freque
s = 2550 Hz. Hence, two complex conjugate zeros are pl
ight afterfs, namely ats= j2π× 2600 rad/s, to get more a
enuation than a pure inductive filter. Now, the transfer fu
ion has two complex zeros, which needs two complex p
o suit its phase relationship. Hence, two complex pole
laced far enough from the zeros, while keeping enough

ance from the 5100 Hz ripple to prevent a possible acc
tion at this frequency. Hence, they are chosen to be eq
=±j2π× 3400 rad/s.

istribution network; (b) the resulting designed passive filter circuit.
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Fig. 6. Bode diagrams for the admittance seen from the converter output
(
Y (jω) = iC(jω)

VC(jω)

)
along with the notched frequency response ofis(jω)

VC(jω) .

Additionally, the LF transfer function needs a pole at ori-
gin (ignoring series resistances) to introduce inductive phase
relationship. Particularly, this admittance needs to be equal
to

Y (s = j100π) = 1

j100π(L+ Ls)
= −j4.92,

at f = 50 Hz

whereL is the calculated commutation inductance of D-
STATCOM. Applying these considerations will lead to the
following approximate transfer function with two zeros and
three poles:

Y (s) = 2642.4(s2 + 163282)

s(s2 + 213522)
(4)

Second, the filter elements can be synthesized by finding its
ABCDparameters from the approximated transfer function.
ConsideringFig. 5(a), the admittance seen from the converter
isY (s) = C(s)Ls(s)+D(s)

A(s)Lss+B(s) , which in combination with other cir-
cuit rules will eventually result in the filter’s ABCD param-
eters (Rf is excluded).(
A(s) B(s)

)

w hree
fi

(
1 378.4 × 10−6s

0 1

)(
1 0

13.96× 10−6s 1

)

×
(

1 121.7 × 10−6s

0 1

)
(6)

These three transfer matrices represent a LCL circuit with
L1 = 378.4�H, Cf = 13.96�F, andL2 = 121.7�H as shown
by Fig. 5(b). Inserting a 1� resistor (Rf ) in series with the
capacitanceCf will result in a much smoother response com-
pared to that of the non-resistive circuit. The Bode diagrams
(|Y(jω)| and ∠Y(jω)) are illustrated by solid line curve in
Fig. 6. Nevertheless, the dotted line curve demonstrates the
frequency response of the filter output currentis(jω)

VC(jω) when it
is notched by aLC branch tuned at the carrier frequency of
the PWM scheme.

4.1.3. DC capacitor
An angle-controlled D-STATCOM, discussed earlier in

Section2, is controlled over a linear region. In[2], the char-
acteristic equation of this linearized system is given by:

s3 + s2
{

2rsωb
L′ + ωbC

′

rp

}
{
r ω

(
r ω 2ω C′) 3k2ω2C′}

w ,
t

s

C(s) D(s)

=




1 + 5.283× 10−9s2 s(6.429× 10−13s2

+500.14× 10−6)

13.96× 10−6s 1 + 1.699× 10−9s2


 (5)

here this transfer matrix can now be introduced by its t
rst-order factors
+s s b

L′
s b

L′ + b

rp
+ ω2

b + b

2L′

+
{
ω3
bC

′

rp

(
1 + r2s

L′2

)
+ 3k2ω3

bC
′rs

2L′

}
= 0 (7)

hereωb= 100π rad/s is the system radian frequencyrs
he ac series resistance in p.u.,L′ = Lωb

zb
in p.u., rp the

hunt dc resistance in p.u.,C′ = 1
zbCωb

in p.u., k = 4
π

, and
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Fig. 7. A polar plot for three eigenvalues obtained from(7) by varying the
capacitanceCwithin [150�F, 6000�F].

zb= 400/360�. Considering the base impedancezb, these
parameters are available for the designed D-STATCOM:
L′ = 0.1442 p.u.,rs = 0.02 p.u.,rp = 90 p.u. For a givenC′,
roots of(7) present the eigenvalues of the device. Two com-
plex and one real eigenvalues indicate the dynamic response
of D-STATCOM.

A polar plot of these eigenvalues is shown by
Fig. 7 in which C varies within [150�F, 6000�F] or
C′ ∈ [19 p.u., 0.48 p.u.]. As seen fromFig. 7, the damping of
the complex eigenvalues is reduced from−49 to−13, and the
real one from−22 to−19. The bigger the capacitanceC, the
lower the damping and the slower the dynamic response of
D-STATCOM. Nevertheless, even for a very big capacitance,
the D-STATCOM is still a highly damped and stable system.
Here the eigenvalues of D-STATCOM are independent ofα,
i.e. independent of the control strategy applied.

However, the transfer function
�iq(s)
�α(s) has two complex ze-

ros, which are dependent onα. These zeros occur at lower
frequency than the poles as long asiq is smaller than a crit-
ical reactive current. Beyond this critical current, the bode
diagram shows a little phase margin near the system reso-
nant frequency. A non-linear state variable feedback control
is suggested in[2] to overcome this problem by causing im-
provement in the phase margin.

Further, it is shown in[2] that for a specified input volt-
a tive
s

S nd
t
d F
a

ent
n ume
D
P b-
j ower

lossesP for quarter of a cycle. To achieve this, the energy
stored in the capacitor must be at least 100 J. When the dc
voltage is 500 V in an inductive mode, thenE = 1

2CV
2
dc0

gives the minimum capacitance asC= 800�F. In practice,C
must be larger, because the dc voltage should be kept close
to its nominal value to work properly. Let the voltage fall
to 350 V at the end of transient. The capacitance must now
be 1.57 mF. Note that with this capacitance, the dc voltage
would fall from 750 V to 655 V in a capacitive operational
mode. Taking the above discussed points into account, a ca-
pacitance bigger than 1.5 mF and smaller than 4 mF could be
chosen for the dc-side.

4.2. Control unit

Here the control unit focuses on states of D-STATCOM
over the linear region to set the required operating points (see
Fig. 1(b)), where a PWM scheme is used to synthesize the
converter voltage. Several stages could be found in the con-
trol unit as shown byFig. 2, showing the relationship among
different electronic hardware. The angle-controlled D-
STATCOM device controls reactive power by controlling the
phase differenceα over a linear region. Here 24,480 samples
per cycle are taken from the low-voltage side (400 V) of the
substation and stored in an erasable programmable read only
memory (EPROM). Thus, the spacing between successive
p d
a rst
c 0 Hz,
w
H wer
( h
c

y
o oop,
a re-
q e ad-
d nges
i ss,
a ously,
a hase
a -
e of the
m alue
t re, the
I give
t ex-
c

the
s d of
t tions
o spite
a over
t ee-
p en
a ency
ge, as the capacitanceC increases, the fundamental nega
equence current decreases gradually down to zero atCc =
k2

8Lω2
b

F and then rises up sharply to infinity atCi = k2

2Lω2
b

F .

imilarly, the third harmonic current first slowly rises a
hen asymptotically approaches to infinity atC=Ci . For the
esigned D-STATCOM,Cc andCi are worked out as 3.9 m
nd 15.6 mF, respectively.

Moreover, under transient conditions, this equipm
eeds to keep its dc-level for a few milliseconds. Ass
-STATCOM is operating in a steady state,Vdc0= 500 V,
= 20 kW, andQ= 250 kVAr. Also, let the equipment be su

ected to a transient, which needs to supply the active p
ulses is 0.0147◦ or 0.88′ (min); the accuracy of the controlle
ngleα is 0.44′ or half of a sample pulse width in the wo
ase. The installed device operates at main frequency 5
ith an operating control range ofα∈ [−0.912◦, 1.53◦].
ence, to control reactive power flow to 1% of rated po

here 2.5 kVAr), an accuracy of 0.73′ (min) is required, whic
an be achieved by the employed device.

Using the electronic circuit shown byFig. 8, the frequenc
f the mains supply is determined with a phase locked l
nd multiplied by 24,480 within the PLL. This resultant f
uency is then used as a clock for a counter showing th
ress of the reference EPROM. At the same time, any cha

n the relative phase angleα is added instantly to this addre
nd the counter reset to the resulting address. Simultane
parallel circuit integrates the changes in the relative p
ngle and stores an instantaneousαas the initial value. When
ver a zero voltage detector detects the zero-crossing
ains supply voltage, the counter is reset to this initial v

o manage a fast and accurate phase correction. Therefo
GBT-based converter and modern control electronics
he D-STATCOM a dynamic performance capability far
eeding that of other reactive power compensators.

Another EPROM stores the triangular carrier with
ame clock as the reference EPROM. Thus, the perio
he carrier changes exactly in accordance to the varia
f the detected frequency of mains supply. Hence, de
ny frequency changes, the ratio of the reference period

he carrier period (M) remains constant. In a balanced thr
hase system, there is an equal 120◦ phase difference betwe
ny two phases. However, the phasing of the high frequ
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Fig. 8. The electronic circuit providing the relative phase angleα for the converter voltage.

carrier with respect to the mains supply frequency could be
different for all three phases. To achieve an exact phase bal-
ance, the constant ratioM could be considered as an odd
multiple of three. HereM= 51 (480 samples per triangular
waveform) was chosen for the device.

4.2.1. Voltage regulation and unbalance control
The DSP analyzes the control algorithm for the un-

balance issue along with either reactive power control or
voltage regulation. It provides two reference signals, posi-
tive and negative sequence voltages (V+

C ∠α+ andV−
C ∠α−),

Fig. 9. Start-up sequencing: (a) dc voltage build-up during the three steps; (b) converter current during the start up.
Fig. 10. Steady-state operation of D-STATCOM
 for (a) inductive mode and (b) capacitive mode.
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that are added together to form the PWM referenceVC∠α
(see Fig. 8). Using a fundamental positive sequence de-
tector (PSD), positive sequence voltage of ac networkV+

s
is obtained. At the same time, the signal�P̄loss is pro-
vided by comparing the dc voltageVdc with the reference
dc voltageVdcref, and applying the difference to a PI con-
troller. Also, the three-phase load voltages and currents are
used to work out the needed reactive power[10]. Note
that the DSP (TMS320VC5416) uses a Newton–Raphson
algorithm to solve a set of equations to obtain the forgo-
ing named positive and negative references. These equa-
tions are arranged based on imposing the required objec-
tives to reduce the source-end current unbalance. A de-
tailed description of this control algorithm could be found
in [8].

5. Experimental results

Here various experimental results are presented including
both uncontrolled and controlled tests. It should be explained
that start up and shut down sequencing are managed by DSP
through the CTRL board. Start up sequence of D-STATCOM
is done in three steps. First, it is connected to the 400 V bus as
a rectifying device to charge the dc capacitors close to their
n , the
c OM,

Fig. 11. dc-side voltage oscillations of D-STATCOM due to the grid unbal-
ance.

while the starting resistor still limits the converter current.
Finally, a contactor will bypass this starting resistor for nor-
mal operation of D-STATCOM. The mentioned sequence was
recorded and is depicted byFig. 9(a and b) in which the three
named steps are clearly shown.Fig. 9(a) gives the dc voltage
built up, andFig. 9(b) shows the D-STATCOM current. At
the end of this process, the starting resistor is bypassed, and
the phase angleα is available to be determined in a closed
loop.

F
i

ominal voltage. A resistor limits the drawn current. Then
onverter’s switches are pulsed to operate as a D-STATC
ig. 12. Uncontrolled dynamic response of D-STATCOM for two cases: (a) t
nductive mode; (c and d) the dc voltage transition under a controlled progra
ransition from inductive to capacitive mode, and (b) transition from capacitive to
m by the DSP.
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5.1. Uncontrolled tests

Here the magnitude and angle of a positive sequence volt-
age are manually entered as the reference for the PWM
scheme to be synthesized by the converter. First, under an un-
controlled situation, steady-state operation of D-STATCOM
is considered for both inductive (α> 0) and capacitive (α< 0)
VAr compensation.Fig. 10(a) shows an inductive mode,
where the current lags the applied voltage.Fig. 10(b) de-
picts a capacitive mode, where the current leads the applied
voltage by about 90◦. Here the dc voltage in capacitive mode
is bigger than that of inductive mode as it is expected (see
Fig. 1(b)).

However, both pictures illustrate a dominant 100 Hz along
with 50 Hz oscillations on top of the dc voltage. This basically
reflects the impact of the substation unbalance voltages on the
dc voltage of the converter[7,8]. The necessity of dealing with
unbalance issue is shown byFig. 11, which clearly zooms in
the dc voltage oscillations.

Second, transient of D-STATCOM is considered, again
an uncontrolled case. The IGBT-based converter and mod-
ern control electronics give the D-STATCOM a dynamic
performance capability far exceeding that of other reac-
tive power compensators.Fig. 12(a and b) shows the tran-
sient behavior of D-STATCOM for two cases. First, a tran-
sition was recorded from absorbing reactive power (in-
d ci-
t D-
S , the
r con-
d an
i ons
c pplied
v

5

is
c ative
s s the
n
a lled
c e
s con-
t f un-
c

6

led
f dis-

tribution system. This prototype installation is an im-
portant step towards not only demonstrating IGBT-based
technology for the first time in Iran, but also proving
the equipment viability in practical distribution applica-
tions. The design procedure is detailed in two parts,
power circuit and control unit. This paper discusses dif-
ferent aspects on selection of the commutation induc-
tance, ac filter, and dc capacitor for the power circuit,
and various electronic control blocks for the control unit.
Further, several experimental results demonstrate a satisfac-
tory operation and good performance for the installed D-
STATCOM.
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uctive mode—α> 0) to supply reactive power (capa
ive mode—α< 0), which takes about half a cycle for
TATCOM to approach another steady state. Second

everse was experimentally done, where the operating
ition of D-STATCOM was changed from a capacitive to

nductive mode. Again, both 50 Hz and 100 Hz oscillati
an be seen on the dc voltage due to the unbalanced a
oltages.

.2. Controlled tests

Additionally, using a PI controller, the dc voltage
ontrolled, while the reference voltage contains neg
equence component. Here the D-STATCOM absorb
eeded energy by changing relative phase angleα. Fig. 12(c
nd d) introduces transitions of dc voltage for the contro
ases corresponding to those ofFig. 12(a and b). It can b
een from the controlled figures that the dc voltage only
ains switching frequency ripples compared to those o
ontrolled cases.

. Conclusion

A ±250 kVAr D-STATCOM was designed and instal
or the Khoshnoodi substation in Tehran’s electrical
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